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Towards the Classification of Sincere Weakly Positive Unit Forms 
P. DR,;~,XLER, Yu. A. DROZD, N. S. GOLOVACHTCHUK, S. A. OVSmNKO AND 
M. V. ZELDYCH 
Unit forms occur in the representation theory of algebras, partially ordered sets and related 
areas. They appear as Tits forms and Euler forms. Their weak positivity resp. non-negativity 
frequently characterizes finite and tame representation types. Their positive roots correspond 
to indeeomposable representations. 
Let e ¢n~ be the vector in 7/n with co-ordinates of which are all 1. We show how all weakly 
positive unit forms can be reconstructed from those unit forms such that e (n) is a root and such 
that there is no radical vector /z ~ 0, where e Cn) 4-/z is a positive root as well. We call unit 
forms with these properties 'good thin forms'. Our main result is the complete classification of 
all good thin unit forms, which rests on the purely combinatorial construction of all these forms 
in few variables by using a computer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Unit forms are integral quadratic forms X: Z'-~Z taking the value 1 on .each 
canonical base vector.. These forms occur in the representation theory of finite- 
dimensional lgebras, partially ordered set and related areas (see, e.g., [1, 4, 5, 9, 10]). 
They arise as Tits forms by computing the dimensions of the varieties of representa- 
tions with a fixed dimension type and as Euler forms defined on the Grothendieck 
group of the category of representations as the alternating sum over the dimensions of 
the spaces of self-extensions of a given object. The importance of these forms derives 
from the fact that they frequently characterize the representation type of the 
considered algebraic object: namely, in many cases the weak positivity resp. weak 
non-negativity of the form is equivalent o finite resp. tame representation type. 
Moreover, in these cases there is also a correspondence b tween the indecomposable 
objects and the positive roots of the unit form. The most famous example of this 
phenomenon is the classification of the hereditary algebras of finite representation type 
in [5], where the Tits form provides a link With the simple Lie algebras and their root 
systems. 
This paper is intended as a contribution to the classification of all weakly positive 
unit forms. Without losing essential information one may only consider sincere forms, 
which means that there is at least one positive root the co-ordinates of which are all 
non-zero. We will show that for each integer n I> 1 there exist only finitely many unit 
forms of this kind in n variables. On the other hand, the subclass of sincere weakly 
positive unit forms derived from simply connected algebras was classified in [2] and [3]. 
The length of the lists that occur indicates that the goal of providing a complete 
classification of all sincere weakly positive unit forms in one step seems to be too 
ambitious. So, as a first step towards this classification we restrict ourselves to a 
subclass of these forms called 'good thin forms'. A weakly positive unit form Z in n 
variables is called 'thin' if the vector e Cn) the co-ordinates of which are all 1 is a root. It 
is then called 'good' if there is no radical vector /z ~ 0 of Z such that e in) +/z and 
e on) - / z  are positive roots as well. We indicate how the complete classification of all 
sincere weakly positive forms can in principle be derived from our results. So, to some 
extent, the behaviour of good thin forms should be representative of the behaviour of 
all weakly positive unit forms. 
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Our main result is the classification of all good thin weakly positive unit forms. As 
one may expect from the classification of forms derived from simply connected 
algebras, the result consists of finitely many series containing all forms in a sufficiently 
large number of variables and, in addition, huge lists of exceptional forms in few 
variables. These huge lists are produced by a computer. 
Let us explain in more detail the content of our paper. In Section 2 we summarize 
the basic definitions and results, which can be found in [10]. In Section 3 we recall our 
major tools to produce new forms from known ones; namely, Gabrielov tranSforma- 
tions and reflection extensions. Gabrilov transformations allow to reduce the classifica- 
tion of all sincere weakly positive unit forms to the classification of the thin forms 
which are discussed in this section. In Section 4 we restrict ourselves to the subset of 
good thin unit forms and show how using 1-point extensions we could obtain the set of 
minimal bad thin forms. 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 allow us to construct in a purely combinatorial way all 
good thin forms in n ~< 20 variables by a computer calculation. Upon request, we will 
send copies of these lists to interested readers. 
Using our computer lists as the base of induction we are able to classify the good thin 
forms in n/> 21 variables as well. For this purpose in Section 5 we prove some results 
ensuring that for n ~ 21 variables the occurring forms can be obtained from the known 
ones by inserting chains. The series of good thin forms thus constructed is presented at 
the end of Section 5. We think that the results proved for the analysis of the computer 
lists are of independent interest. 
We are grateful to the referee, who pointed out several inaccuracies and gave many 
helpful comments. In particular, he communicated to us an alternative and purely 
theoretical proof that the forms in our series are actually good thin weakly positive unit 
forms. This proof is based on the classification of the critical forms in at most 10 
variables, admitting a thin radical generator. We decided to retain our original proof 
using a computer calculation, since for the proof of the completeness of the series a 
computer calculation is still inevitable. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
2.1. Our notations mostly follow [10]. A polynomial Z =z(X1 . . . .  , Xn) over the 
integers in n variables will be said to be a unit form provided that it is of the form 
z(X1 . . . . .  X~) = ~,iX 2 + Xi<szisX/Xs. By Z we will also denote the induced function 
7/n~7/. Setting Zis:=Zs/ for i> j  and 2//:=2 we obtain a bilinear form ( , )=  
(,)x: Z × Z~ Z defined by (x, y) := ½xAxy' , where A x is the integer (n x n)-matrix, the 
coefficients of which are just the Zu. Of course, Z(z)  = (z, z)  holds for all z ~ Z n. 
In Z" we have the standard basis e(i) with jth component e(i)s = 8 u. For any i ~< n the 
linear form DiZ: 7/n ~ 7/is given by D~Z(z) = 2(e(i), z) = 2z/+ ~,i,,sZuzs. Obviously, the 
equality 2Z(z ) = •7=1 z/D/z(z) holds. 
The linear transformation trx: Z~--->Z" defined by trXi(z)= z -  D/z(z)e(i)  is called 
reflection with respect o e(i) (or i). The map tr~ is orthogonal with respect to the form 
Z, which means that z(trXi(z)) = Z(z)  and satisfies (trX) 2= idzn. Note that we will write 
or/instead of tr~ x if there is no need to emphasize the dependence on Z. We will do the 
same for all other definitions which basically depend on the form Z. 
2.2. There is a well-known injection from the set of unit forms in n variables to the set 
of bigraphs on the vertex set {1,. . . ,  n} (possibly with multiple dges) mapping a given 
form Z to the bigraph I x in the following way: for i ~ j  the vertex i is connected with 
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the vertex j by -Zij solid edges provided that Zij < 0, and by X~j dotted edges provided 
that X~j > 0. 
In terms of bigraphs we can define for any subset S ~_{1 . . . . .  n} the quadratic form, 
Xs in an obvious way by choosing as its bigraph the full sub-bigraph of I x on S. We call 
the form 2~s the restriction of Z to S. 
2.3. For z = (zz . . . .  , zn) E 7/" the set supp(z) of all i e {1, ....... n} such that z~ # 0 is 
called the support of z. The vector z ~ 7/" is said to be sincere if supp(z) = {1 . . . . .  n}. 
The set 7/" is partially ordered by the canonical product ordering. A vector z > 0 in 7/n 
is said to be positive. The unit form Z is said to be weakly positive, provided that 
Z(z)  > 0 for all positive z e Z'.  
z ~ Z" is called a root of X if X(z) = 1. By E x we denote the set of all roots and by 
E~ the set of all positive roots of X. Note that for a reflection tr~ we obtain 
tri(Ex)=_E x. This implies in particular that the set of positive reflection roots is 
contained in E~-, where z E 2v is called a positive reflection root if there are 
i, i~ , . . . ,  im E {1, . . . ,  n} such that z > o'~,z ~> o'~(r~,z >"  • > o'~ • • • tr~,tr~,z = e(i). 
2.4. We recall some properties of a weakly positive unit form X (see, e.g., [10]): 
(a) The set of positive reflection roots coincides with the set of positive roots. 
(b) X has only finitely many positive roots. 
(c) The components of each positive root are bounded by 6. 
(d) If z EE~ and z#e( i ) ,  then DiX,(z)>~-I. Additionally, if i~supp(z) ,  then 
O,z(z ) <- 1. 
2.5. A weakly positive unit form Z is called sincere if there exists a .sincere positive 
root z. 
LEMMA. For a sincere weakly positive unit form X. the following holds: 
(a) The graph Px formed by the vertices and the solid edges of  I x is connected. 
(b) -1  <~ Zq <~ 2 for all 1 <~ i, j <- n. 
PROOF. (a) Assume that I x is a disjoint union Qz v 02 of proper full subgraphs. If
z e E x is sincere, then we write z = zl + z2 where supp(z0 = Q1 and supp(z2)= Q2. 
Since Q~ and Q2 are disconnected in I~ we obtain (z~, z2)~>0 and 1 =Z(z )= 
(zl + z2, zz + z2) = (z~, z0 + (z2, z2) + 2(zl, z2) ~> 1 + 1 + 0 = 2. 
(b) The first inequality is evident. Assume that Xij ~> 3. Set It = e(i) - e(j) and let x 
be a sincere positive root of X. Possibly interchanging i, j we can assume (x,/x) >~ 0. 
Calculate Z(/~) = (e(i) - e(j), e(i) - e(j)) = x.(e(i)) + X.(e(j)) - 2(e(i), e(j)) <~ 1 + 1 - 
3 = -1. Consider the positive vector y = x - /~. We obtain 0 < Z(Y)= (x - t~,  x - I z )= 
z (x )  + - 2 (x ,  -< 1 - z + o = o. [ ]  
COROLLARY. For a given n ~ N there are only finitely many sincere weakly positive 
unit forms in n variables. 
2.6. We will also need some properties of critical forms (see, e.g., [10]). Recall that a 
unit form Z in n ~> 3 variables is called critical provided that for every proper subset. 
S =_ {1 . . . . .  n} the form Zs is weakly positive but X itself is not. It is known that a 
critical form X is non-negative. Moreover, the radical rad Z has rank 1 and is generated 
by a positive sincere vector/~ =/~x- 
LEMMA. Let X be a critical unit form. Then for every positive root x ~ E~ there exists 
i ~ {1 . . . . .  n} such that (e(i), x) < 0 and, consequently, ~i(x) >x. 
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PROOF. Assume that there is x E E x such that (e(i), x) ~ 0 for all i. Since (x, x) = 1, 
there exists j E {1 . . . . .  n} such that (e(j), x )>0.  Considering the sincere positive 
generator/z of rad Z we obtain 0 = (/z, x) = ~7=1 bei(e(i), x) >I Izj(e(j), x) > O. [] 
COROLLARY. Let Z be a critical unit form, S a proper subset o f{ l , . . . ,  n} and x E E z 
with the property that supp(x) = S and the restriction of x to S is a maximal root of z s. 
Then there exists j E {1, . . . ,  n}~S, such that trj(x) > x. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. A unit form Z in n variables is weakly positive iff there exists N > 0 
such that for every sequence ( i)< cr i ,e( i )<' . .  < o ' i . " t r i ,  e(i) the inequality r <N 
holds. 
PROOF. 'Only if' follows from the finiteness of E z for weakly positive Z. Let us 
suppose that Z is not weakly positive. Then, following [10], either there exist 
i , j  e {1, . . . ,  n} such that Z0" ~< -2  or there exists S ~_{1,.. . ,  n} such that'Zs is a critical 
form. But in the first case we obtain the infinite sequence ( i )< tr~e(i)< o'~trje(i)< 
crjtritr~e(i) < • • •, whereas in the second case the result follows from the lemma above. 
[] 
REMARK. By 2.4 we have the a priori bound 6n for N. Together with the bound 6 
for all components of roots, the above theorem furnishes a very efficient algorithm by 
which to decide whether a given unit form is weakly positive. 
3. GABRIELOV TRANSFORMATIONS, THIN FORMS AND REFLECTION EXTENSIONS 
3.1. Let Z be a unit form. For all i , j  ~ {1, . . . ,  n}, i ~j ,  we define a linear transforma- 
tion Q~: Z"~ 7/" in the following way: 
~e(k) if k ~j ,  
QZ(e(k)) = (o'~(e(j)) = e(j) - x~je(i) if k = ]. 
Obviously, QZ is invertible as an endomorphism of 2r" and the inverse R~ is given by 
R~(e(k)) = ~e(k) 
re(j)  + zije(i) 
if k v~j, 
i fk --j. 
In terms of co-ordinates, R~ maps x e Z" to y E Z" with Yk =Xk for k # i  and 
Yi = xi + ZijXj. 
Let ~, be the set of all (not necessarily weakly positive) unit forms in n variables. 
The map ~0: ~- ~ ~ defined by ~j(Z) := zQ~ using the equality R z = Q~z turns out 
to be an involution. By definition, the equation Z(X)= ~.j(z)(R~(x)) holds for all 
x E 7/". The map ~.j is called a Gabrielov transformation. We say that the Gabrielov 
transformation ~j  is direct resp. inverse for Z provided that Zij < 0 resp. Z,j > 0. 
Denoting ~j'(X) by Z' we easily calculate formulas for the coefficients of this form: 
, ~'Zkl 
Zk~ = l ZkJ _ Zk iZq  
for j ~ {k, l}, 
for I =j. 
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In particular, X~s = -Zq. Analogously, we calculate Ok,Z ' (Y )  
y = RX(x): 
[DkX(X) for k ~],  
OkZ'(Y) = LDjx(x) - x~jOiz(x) for k =j.  
for l<<-k<~n and 
The above formulas have the following consequences: 
(a) R~(Ex) = Ex,. 
(b) If Z/j = 0, then Z = Z'. 
(c) If Zij > 0, then R}(E~) is a proper subset of E~,. 
+ R~(E x). Moreover, if X is weakly positive, (d) If X0 < O, then E x, is a proper subset of x + 
then Z' is also weakly positive. 
3.2. A sequence ~;,~j~ . . . . .  ~i,j, such that ~kJk is a direct (resp. inverse) Gabrielov 
transformation for the form Zk-, := ~k_,j,_,(Z) for all k E {1 , . . . ,  N} will be called a 
sequence of direct (resp. inverse) Gabrielov transformations for X. We put 
• x .= R.x~.-, . .  RXj,(x) for ~jN.....i,j,(Z) := ~i~j~ " " ~i,j,(Z) and, analogously, Riu iu , . . . , i , j , (x )  • " ' ,usN " 
a given vector x e 7/". By our above considerations we can estimate the length of such 
sequences for weakly positive resp. positive definite forms. 
LEMMA. (a) Let ~i~j~ . . . . .  ~, i ,  be a sequence of direct Gabrielov transformations 
for a weakly positive unit form Z. Then N <~ card(Ex). 
(b) Let ~i~#,, . . . ,  ~i,j, be a sequence of inverse Gabrielov transformations for a 
positive definite unit form X. Then N <<- card(Ex) - card(Ex). 
3.3. A positive vector x e 77" is called thin if 0 <~ x; ~< 1 for all i = 1 . . . . .  n. A weakly 
positive unit form Z is called thin if the sincere thin vector e (m := ~'=, e(i) = (1 , . . . ,  1) 
is a root of Z- 
LEMMA. For every sincere weakly positive unit form Z in n variables and every 
sincere positive root x ~ E x there exists a sequence of direct Gabrielov transformations 
~Ns,, . . . .  , ~, j ,  such that e (m x = R~Ns~,.,~,s,(x ). 
PROOF. We apply induction on Ixl = ET=, Ixil. As for Ixl = n we are obviously done, 
we suppose Ixl >n.  Assuming x, . . . . .  xn we would obtain x = qe (m with an integer 
q > 1; hence 1 = Z(X) = q2z(e(m) >>- q2 and consequently we have contradiction q = 1. 
So using Lemma 2.5(a) we derive the existence of i , j  E {1 . . . . .  n} such that Zu = -1  
and xi >xj. Now we can apply induction to the weakly positive form ~j(Z)  and the 
root RX(x), since Ixl > IRX(x)l • 
3.4. As the lemma shows, it is sometimes convenient to consider pairs (Z, x), where X 
is a weakly positive unit form and x e E x is a sincere root. We will denote pairs of this 
form as sincere pairs. 
In the sequel we will always consider 7/n as a sublattice of 7/"÷1 in the canonicaL way. 
With this notation, a sincere pair (X', x'), where Z' is a form in n + 1 variables, will be 
called reflection extension of the pair (Z, x), where Z is a form in n variables if Z is the 
restriction of Z' to 7/~, x is the restriction of x'  to Z ~ and x'+l  = D~+IZ'(x'). The last 
condition means that ~x'+,(x) = x'. The following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA. If Z is a thin unit form in n variables then after possibly reording the indices 
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for each integer 1 <- i <- n there exists a thin unit form Zi in i variables such that Z~ = Z 
and for all 1 < i <~ n the sincere pair (Xi, e (i)) is a reflection extension of  the sincere pair 
3.5. We saw in 3.3 that using direct Gabrielov transformations, starting from an 
arbitrary sincere pair, we obtain a sincere pair (Z, e(m), i.e. X is a thin form. To 
introduce a further eduction, we recall some properties of maximal roots. B F [I0] a 
sincere positive root of a weakly positive unit form Z is maximal (with respect to the 
natural product order on Z ~) iff DiX(x) >~ 0 for all i = i . . . . .  n. Moreover, concerning 
the indices i, where actually D~x(x ) > 0, these maximal roots can be divided into two 
classes" 
(a) There exists i E {1, . . . ,  n} such that (e(i), z )= ½, xi = 2 and (e(k), x )= 0 for all 
k~i .  
(b) There exist i ~ j  ~ {1 , . . . ,  n} such that (e(i), x) = (e(j), x) = ½, xi =x  i = 1 and 
(e(k), x) = 0 for all k ~ i, j. 
In case (b) we will call x a main root of the sincere form Z. It is clear that e (~) has to 
be a main root if it is a maximal root of Z. 
The following observation is a direct consequence of the formulas in 3.1. 
REMARK. Suppose that Z is a weakly positive unit form and x is a maximal resp. 
main sincere positive root of X. If ~y is a direct Gabrielov transformation for Z and 
x~ >xj., then R~(x) is a maximal resp. main sincere positive root of ~s(X). 
LEMMA. If g is a thin weakly positive unit form, then there exists a sequence 
~iNjN . . . . .  ~i,j, of  direct Gabrielov transformations for Z such that for all k = 1 . . . .  , N 
the forms ~i~yk.....i,j,(X) are thin and e (n) is a main root of  ~i~'J,V..--.ilJl(~)" 
PROOF. Since E~ is a finite set, we can apply induction on card(E~). The case 
card(E~-) = 1 is obvious. If card(E~-)> 1 and e (m is not maximal, then there exists 
i e {1 . . . . .  n} such that z := tri(e (n)) > e (~). Hence zi = 2 and there is a direct Gabrielov 
transformation ~.j for Z with zj = 1. In this situation R~(z)= e (n) and card(E~-)> 
card(E~.jtx)). [] 
Gabrielov transformations of the shape used in the proof above will be called 
e-direct Gabrielov transformations. Their essential property is that they transform thin 
forms into thin ones. 
4. BAD PAIRS AND I-PoINT EXTENSIONS 
4.1. In the preceding section we showed that all weakly positive unit forms can be 
constructed from thin unit forms by inverse Gabrielov transformation. I  principle, the 
thin forms can be constructed inductively by reflection extensions. However, in practice 
we have to restrict ourselves to an even smaller class of forms. 
Considering a sincere pair (X, x) we call it bad provided that there exists a non-zero 
/~ E rad Z such that x ±/~ e E~ and good otherwise. A thin unit form X is called bad 
provided that the sincere pair (X, e(n)) is bad. For bad thin forms the last condition on 
/~ is equivalent to/~i e {0, i, - i} for all i. 
Using the definition of Gabrielov transformations we immediately observe the 
following: 
REMARK. If (X, X) is a sincere pair and ~ is a direct Gabrielov transformation for Z 
such that (~j(Z), R~(x)) is a bad sincere pair, then (X, x) is also bad. 
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LEMMA. Every reflection extension(;(', ,x') of  a bad sineere pair .~, x)  ~ again bad.. 
PROOF. Let /z  e 2v, be a vector such that/x e rad Z and x +/z e E~. We define' the 
vector/z'  e Z "+~ by ~ :=/z~ for i e {1 , . . . ,  n}, Iz'+~ := 0 and observe x' +/z '  > 0. The 
lemma is proved once we show that/~' e radx' .  Obviously, for i e {1 . . . . .  n} we obtain 
(e(i), Iz')x, = (e(i),/~)x = 0. Let us assume that (e(n + 1), iz ' )x,# O. Possibly changing 
/~' to - /z '  we can assume that (e(n+l) , l~' )x ,>O and calculate (x',l~')x, = 
n+l  s • ~,i=l x i (e(t ) ,  I-¢")x ' =x'+l(e(n + 1),/Z')x, ~> I. The vector x'  - /~ '  is positive and 
Z' (X ' - /~ ' )  = Z'(x')  + Z'(/~') - 2(x',/~') <~ 1 +0-2 .12  =0, [] 
4.2. Bad pairs are easyto construct from a given sincere pair (Z, x) by doubling a point 
i such that xi > 1. We want to make this more precise in a more general context. 
Let Z be a unit form in n variables and let z ~ Ex. We consider the homomorphism 
of abelian groups zr~:7/'+~---~7/" defined by 7r~(e(i))=e(i) for all l<~i~n and 
tc~(e(n + 1)) = z. The 1-point extension Z~ of Z by the vector z is by definition the unit 
form Z~t~ in n + 1 variables which obviously has the following properties. 
LEMMA. (a) (x, Y)x: = (~(x) ,  ~z(Y))x for all x, y ~ 7/"+'. 
(b) The vector Iz = ~,7=~ z~e(i) - e(n + 1) belongs to rad Z~. 
(c) I f  X is weakly positive and z > O, then Zz is also weakly positive. 
As an example we consider the 1-point extension by e(n). We see that (Z,(,,)),'(,,+o-- 
Xi# for all i < n and (Z, tn)),(#+~)= 2. This means that the graph of Ze(,,) is obtained from 
the graph of Z by doubling the vertex n and joining these two vertices by two dotted 
edges. 
4.3. Using 1-point extensions thin reflection extensions with main roots are easy to 
describe: 
LEMMA. Let Z be a thin weakly positive unit form in n variables and let Z' be a 
weakly positive unit form in n + 1 variables. (Z', e("+l)) is a reflection extension of  
~,  e c")) and e ¢"+1) is a main root of  Z' iff there exists i E {1 . . . . .  n} such that 
Z' = Z-~,,) + XiX,+~. 
PROOF. Let us first check that the stated condition is sufficient. From 
~t-~,,(e ¢"+1)) = 0 we derive (e(n + 1), eC"+l))x, = (e(i), e('+l))x, = ½ and (e(j), e('+l))x, = 
0 for all other vertices j.
For the converse we observe that Z' being a reflection extension means that 
(e(n+l),etn+~))x,=½. As e c'+1) is a main root, there has to be exactly one 
l<~i<<-n such that (e(i),eC"+°)x,=½, whereas (e(j),eC'+l))x,=O for all other j. 
We obtain (e(n + 1), e(j))x, = (e c~+l~ - e c~), e(j)) x. = (e c"+l), e(j)) z, - (e c"), e(j))j:, = 
- (e  c"), e(j)) x + ½a, s. []  
1-Point extensions are als0 useful for the description of bad reflection extensions. 
REMARK. Let Z be a thin weakly positive unit form in n variables and let Z' be a 
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weakly positive unit form in n + 1 variables. Suppose that the sincere pair (Z, e (")) is 
not bad. (Z', e (~+~)) is a reflection extension of (Z, e (")) and the pair (Z', eta+°) is bad 
iff there exists z ~ E z with components z~ e {-1, O, 1} such that (z, e(m)x =-½ and 
3'  = Z~. 
PROOF. Given Z with the required properties by (e(n + 1), e("))x, = (z, e(")) x = -~2 
we know that (X', e("+u) is a reflection extension of (Z, e(")). Moreover, e(n + 1) - z 
rad Z' holds by 4.2. 
Conversely, if (Z', e("+n) is a bad reflection extension of (Z, e(")), then there 
exists / z~0 with co-ordinates in {+1,0} such that tz e radz '  and e("+~)+~>0.  
The assumption /~+~ =0 would imply that (Z, e(m) is bad. So we may assume 
that /~.+~=1. Defining z :=e(n+l ) - t z ,  we obtain Z(z )=Z' (e (n+l ) - iQ  = 
z ' (e(n + 1)) = 1, (z, e(")) z = (e(n + 1) - p., e("))z, = (e(n + 1), e°'))z, = (e(n + 1), e("+~))z, 
- z ' (e (n  + 1)) = -~ and (e(n + 1), e(j)) z, = (e(n + 1) - /z ,  eU))z = (z, e(j))x for all 
l <~j~n. []  
4.4. Following 4.1 we can construct all thin good forms in (n + 1) variai~ies as reflection 
extensions of good thin forms in n variables. In view of Lemma 3.3 it would be much 
easier to construct only those reflection extensions such that e ("+o is a main root. We 
cannot apply Lemma 2.5 for reduction to this case since, unfortunately, e-direct 
Gabrielov transformations in general do not turn good thin unit forms back into good 
ones. Therefore we give the following modification of this lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose that Z' is a thin weakly positive unit form in n + 1 variables such 
that (Z', e("+l)) is a reflection extension o f (z ,  etm), where X, is a thin form in n variables. 
Then there exists a sequence ~i,,j~ . . . .  , ~i,j, of  e-direct Gabrielov transformations for Z' 
and a sequence ~,~ . . . . .  ~, , ,  of  e-direct Gabrielov transformations for Z with the 
properties that ( ~i~j~.....i,j,(Z'), e ("+1)) is a reflection extension of  ( ~,~o~,...,~,t,(z ), e (m) and 
e t"+~) is a main root of  ~iuiu.....i,i~(Z). 
PROOF. Again we use induction on card(Ex, ). If card(Ez, ) = 1 or e ("+1) is a main 
root of Z', the assertion is obvious. Hence we suppose the contrary and obtain a vertex 
i <~n such that 2(e(i), e("+l))x, = -1.  
The equation 0 < z ' (e( i )  + e (")) = 2 + 2(e(i), e("))x, = 2 + 2(e(i), e(n+l))z, - X;(n+O 
shows that Z;(.+1)~<0. Considering the case Z;( .+o=0, from this equation also 
follows the existence of a vertex j with n + l# j~ i  such that ~ is an e-direct 
Gabrielov transformation for Z' and ,Z. Moreover, the restriction of ~j(Z')  to 7/" 
coincides with ~j(Z). The equation 2(e(n+l ) ,  o("+a)x - c J~¢v') - 2(R~'trxi'(e( n + 1)), 
RX'o'X'te ( +~mi j  i ~ JJ~j(x') = 2(e(n + 1), e("+l))z, = 1 shows that (~(Z ' ) ,  e ("+1)) is a reflec- 
tion extension of (~j(Z), e(")). 
In the case Z~(.+I)= -1  we use the e-direct Gabrielov transformation ~t-+o.  Now 
the restriction of ~(.+~)(Z') to 7/" is 2~ and again 
2(e(n + 1), .(.+1)~ = 2(RXi(',,+l)o'Z'(e(n + 1)), R.X/ o-Z'ge (n÷l)~Ot c /~"itn+O(,~') i l .n+1) i ~ ]]~(n+l)(~') 
= 2(e(n + 1), e°'+l))x, = 1. 
So (~;(.+I)(Z'), e ("+~)) is a reflection extension of (Z, e(")). 
In both cases the number of positive roots decreases and we may apply induction. 
[] 
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REMARK. Using our results, we will now sketch an algorithm which, starting with 
the form Z = X2, inductively produces all good thin forms in n + 1 variables from those 
in n variables. An implementation f this algorithm on a computer was used to procluce 
all good thin forms in at most 20 variables. The results of the next section are based on 
this computer calculation. 
Applying all possible e-direct Gabrielov transformations to the good thin unit forms 
in n variables, constructing all weakly positive reflection extensions such that e c~+~) is a 
main root (using Lemma 4.3) and applying all possible e-inverse Gabrielov transforma- 
tions (i.e. inverses of e-direct Gabrielov transformations for thin unit forms) yields a 
list of thin unit forms in n + 1 variables. From Lemma 4.1, it follows that every good 
thin form in n + 1 variables is a reflection extension of a good thin form in n variables. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.4, this list contains all good thin unit forms in n + 1 variables. Of 
course, these can be filtered out easily using the definition of 'good'. 
To see that the algorithm actually can work in practice, it has to be observed that 
2.4(c) and 3.2 furnish the a priori bound 6 ~ resp. 6 (~+~) for the number of e-direct resp. 
e-inverse Gabrielov transformations that one has to perform. 
5. SERIES OF UNIT FORMS 
5.1. Let I x be the bigraph of some unit form Z. We will call a point ot of I x a linking 
point if there exist exactly 2 vertices joined with a by edges in I x and all edges are 
simple and solid. A sequence of different vertices c~_~ . . . .  , ak+~, k >/1 will be called 
a chain provided that, for all i = 1 , . . . ,  k, the point o~i is a linking point which is 
linked exactly to txi-1 and c~i+~. The number k + 1 will be calle~ the length of the 
chain. 
To introduce series of forms we define how to blow up linking points to chains. Let a 
be some linking point of I x which is connected to the points fl and 3'. For every integer 
k/> 0 we define the bigraph I(ff 'k) by choosing as vertex set the disjoint union of the 
vertices of I x different from o~ and some set {C~o,..., txk}. Among the remaining 
vertices of I x the bigraphs I x and l(ff "k) have the same edges. The additional edges in 
I(ff "k) are simple solid edges from /3 to Cto, from Otk to 3' and from ai-1 to a i for all 
i = 1 . . . . .  k. By counting the vertices of I(ff 'k), we obtain the bigraph of a unit form 
Z (~'k) which is well-defined up to renumbering of the points. Obviously, X('~'°) and Z can 
be identified. The points /3, ao . . . . .  C~k, 3' form a chain for Xt~'k)2 The sequence 
a0 . . . .  , Otk will be called an inserted chain. 
I f  A = {A1,.. . ,  At) is some set of vertices of I x consisting of linking points and 
u = (ul, • • . ,  ut) ~ ~_t is some vector with co-ordinates ui ~ 0, then the bigraph I~ A'u) and 
therefore the form Z (A'u) is defined inductively by setting I~ "t'u) := (itA\{a,},(u, ........ 1)))(~,,~,). 
The set 3~(Z , A) := {X(A'"): u ~ 7/t, Ui/> 0) will be called the series of forms associated to 
Z and A. 
5.2. In the situation X~j=-1 we will use a modification of a direct Gabrielov 
transformations called tightening o f  edges. This modification will be used for proving 
inductively properties about the forms in a series. By ~/: ~--~ ~_~ we denote the map 
defined by ~/(z)(X~ . . . . .  X~_~) = ~.j(z)(X1 . . . .  , X,_,, 0, X , , . . . ,  X~_,). The canoni- 
cal eipmorphism 7r~: 7/~--~7/~-1 given by ~(x l  . . . . .  x~) = (xl . . . . .  xi-~, xi+l . . . . .  x , )  
induces an isomorphism from the subgroup L~ of 7/n consisting of all (x~, . . . ,  x~) with 
xi =x/ to  7/~-1. This isomorphism has the properties Z(x)= ~/(Z)(~i(x))  and ~ri(x)> 0 
iff x > 0 for all x ~ L~. 
LEMMA. Let Z be a thin weakly positive unit form. 
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(a) Suppose that I x contains a chain a- l ,  Oto, a], a2. I f  ~'~o~,Z is good, then Z is 
good. 
(b) Suppose that I z contains a chain a_x, ao, al, a2, ~3. I f  Z is good, then ~o,,,Z is 
good 
PROOF. Both assertions are consequences of the following claim. Suppose that • is a 
bad thin form in m variables containing a chain ot_~, or0, a~, t~2 and/z  e rad z satisfies 
e (m) + tz E E~, then/z,,_, =/z,, 0 =/x,,, =/z,,.. We distinguish two cases. If/~,~o = 0, then 
0=2(e(ax) , / z )  =2/.t,,-/x,,.~. This shows /z,~,=0 since the components of /.~ lie in 
{0, +1}. Now /~,~_, =0 follows from (e(ao),/z)=0. If /~,,0~0, we may suppose that 
/z,o = 1. By 0 = 2(e(ao),/z) = 2/z=0 -/z,~_, -/x,, ,  this leads to p,~_, = 1 =/z,~,. A similar 
argument yields/~,,. = 1. [] 
Part (a) of the lemma above has the following immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY. Let Z be a good thin unit form and let A be a set of linking points. I f  all 
forms in the series 3~(Z, A) are weakly positive, then they are actually good thin forms. 
5.3. To apply the preceding corollary, one has to know that the forms in a series are all 
weakly positive. To deal with this problem we start with the following remark, which is 
an immediate application of the results in [6]. 
REMARK. A critical unit form Z in n t> 10 variables is of type /~_~ or D~_~. 
Therefore the positive generator/z of rad Z has the following property: if a is a linking 
point of I z connected with/3 and % then/x,~ =/z ,  =/zv. 
By a solid subgraph of a bigraph I we understand a full sub-bigraph which does not 
contain any dotted edge. 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a unit form and let A be a set of linking points of I x. I f  for all 
u >! 0 in ~_' such that lul = Ul + • • • + u, ~< 7 the forms X (A'') are weakly positive, then all 
forms in the series are weakly positive. 
PROOF. We assume that the assertion is not true and choose u such that Z'  = Z (a'") is 
not weakly positive and lul is minimal. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
ui > 0 for all i = 1 . . . . .  t. As no multiple solid edges can occur in the series, there has to 
be a critical restriction Z~, the positive radical generator of which we denote by/z. 
Now suppose that x >0 satisfies X'(x) <~0. We claim that for all Aj ~ A in the chain 
a0 . . . .  , a,,, inserted for ;tj the inequality x~,_, ~x,~, holds for all i = 1 . . . .  , uj: if not, we 
can tighten the edge between ai-~ and ai and obtain the form X"=x(A'"-e(aJ )) in the 
series. On the other hand, by 5.2 we obtain X"(x=,_,(x)) = Z'(x)<-O, which contradicts 
the minimality of lu]. 
Let us prove that every a; of an inserted chain lies in S. Assuming otherwise 
we note that (e(a~), e(/3))~<0 for all /3 ~a~ and fix a vertex /3 on the inserted 
chain such that 2(e(a~),e(/3))=-1. The positive vector z =~ +l~oe(ai) has the 
property z~, = z~. Calculating Z'(z) = X'(lz) + Z'(lz~e(a~)) + 2/~(e(ai),/1.) ~ 0 +/z~ + 
2/z~(e(al), tz~e(/3)) = 0, we obtain a contradiction to our claim above. 
Let a = A~ e A and let /3 and 3' be the vertices linked to ot in Iz. Since the bigraph of 
the critical restriction Z~ is connected, we obtain {/3, 3'} t3 S # 0.  
Denote by I e the sub-bigraph of I x, supported by the points on inserted chains. Clearly, 
F is a solid subgraph the points of which as shown above, are contained in S. If we 
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assume that card(Sk/") = 1, then the bigraph of Z~ has to be a solid subgraph of I x, 
isomorphic to i-k, k = 6, 7, 8 or ~4. The last case is excluded since Z is v~eakly positive. 
By u~ >0 the cases n:7 and Ea are impossible. The case ~ means that Z '=  zCA'°; ~'~)) 
which is supposed to be weakly positive. 
Thus we obtain card(S) = card(/~) + card(SkP) ~> 8 + 2 = 10. Considering again a = 
Aj e A, which is linked to /3, 3' in I x, without loss of generality we may suppose 
{/3, ao, a~}~_S. Since ao is a linking point, we can apply remark 5.3 and obtain 
/z~ =/~=0 =/z,~,, which is the final contradiction. [] 
5.4. At the end of Section 5 we present a list ~ of 63 good thin weakly positive unit 
forms Z in at most 11 variables, which are given by their bigraphs. In this bigraphs of 
forms certain sets A of linking vertices are distinguished by bold points. So any of these 
forms Z and sets A define a series &(Z, A). By ,~(n) we denote the set of all unit forms 
in n variables which, up to renumbering of the vertices, occur in one of these series. 
Some of the bold points lie on chains of length 2. In these cases also the other point of 
the chain may be used for blowing up. Although this agreement does not change the 
series, it is technically important because of the following definition: namely, the points 
in the bigraphs of the series lying on an inserted chain will be called extensional. 
THEOREM. For n >! 15 the set of good thin weakly positive unit form in n'variables 
coincides with J(n). 
PROOF. Let us denote by S(n) the set of good thin weakly positive unit forms. It 
turns out from our computer calculations that ~(n)= S(n) for 15 ~<n ~< 20. To prove 
this equality for n I> 21 we start with the following observation about the set J. 
For any Z E ,~ the set A = {ot~ . . . . .  a,} has the property that the form Z (Az'"), where 
ui = 7 for i = 1 . . . . .  t, is weakly positive. 
This condition was checked by a computer. Using 5.2 and 5.3, it implies that 
.~(n) ~_ S(n) for all n ~ N. 
In addition, we obtained the following properties about the forms in ~(20): 
(a) Each Z E ~(20) can be written in the form T (=°''7), r (a(I)'a(2)'(4'2)) o r  T (°t(l,'a(2)'a(3)'(3,2'2)), 
where the vertices in the inserted chains are actually extensional points if we conider Z 
as a member of some series. 
(b) If Z E .¢(20) and oz_1 . . . . .  ak+~ is a chain in I x of length at least 2, i.e. k I> 1, then 
the points a0, . . . ,  ak can be supposed to be extensional. 
Obviously these properties are inherited by all ~(n) with n I> 20. 
To apply induction, we suppose that ~(n)= S(n) holds for some n I> 20 and try to 
prove this equality for n + 1. As noted above, we only have to show that S(n + 1) ~_ 
~(n + 1). 
As a first step we want to prove that it is enough to find a chain C = '~-1 . . . . .  ~'3 in 
any Z' E S(n + 1): namely, in this case we consider the form ~,,0=,Z' which, by Lemma 
5.2(b), lies in S(n). By induction we obtain ff=~,Z' ~ ~(n). As '~-1, al ,  az, a3 is a 
chain for ~o~,Z' E ~(n), using property (b) above we see that the points of this chain 
are extensional nd consequently that Z' E ~(n + 1). 
It remains to find an appropriate chain C for each Z' E S(n + 1). For every vertex to 
of I x, we consider a form Z"  which is constructed from Z' by reordering the indices in a 
way such that to is mapped to n + 1. We denote by Z,o the restriction of Z" to 7/" and 
call to admissible if (Z',  e ("+~) is a reflection extension of (Z~,, e~"~) • By 3.4 the set of 
admissible vertices of I x, is non-empty. 
Let us fix an admissible vertex to. By 4.1 we know that Z,, E S(n) and, applying the 
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induction hypothesis again, we obtain Zo, e ~(n). Following (a) the form Z~, can be 
identified with z (''''7), "E (°t'O'a(2)'(4,2)) o r  "C (a(')'ad2)'ata)'(3,2.2)) for some suitable form z, where 
the vertices a~ j) . . . . .  a~? inserted for a u) by (b) are extensional. Clearly, the sequence 
~u} ~(J) ~(J) ~( J ) '  o~~ " t,t--i, u 0 . . . . . .  N , , , -N ,+, ,  where and ag~)+, are the vertices of 13 linked to 
a (j), is a chain in I x .  
If for some admissible vertex to and some j ~< 3 there is no edge in Ix= from n + 1 to 
any of the points a~ j), ~(J) . . . . .  ~ ,  then this sequence obviously gives rise to a cha inC in 
Iz,. So we only have to deal with the opposite situation. 
Let us first consider the case in which there is an admissible vertex to with the 
property that in Iz= all dotted edges starting in n + 1 do not end in some ot~ j) for 
0 ~< i-<-< ~-. As Z'  is weakly positive, the bigraph Ix: " must not contain a solid subgraph 
A,. Hence for all j at most one of the points a~) j . . . . .  a(~} can be connected to n + 1 in 
Iz:. If Z,, = z(~"~'7) this leads immediately to a chain C. For Z~ = ~.(~,~,,c2).(4.2)) or 
Z,o = ~.(~(,.~,2~.~o,(3.2.2)) the points ot~ ') . . . . .  a~,)__, cannot be connected with n + 1 since, 
otherwise, I z, would contain ~ as a solid subgraph. Hence, kvithout loss of generality, 
we may assume that n + 1 is connected to a~o ') and we can choose C = Otto '), . . . ,  ot~4 ').
To deal with the remaining cases, we call a vertex to of I z, strongly admissible if there 
are exactly one dotted edge and two solid edges starting in to. Obviously, a strongly 
admissible vertex is admissible. We claim that the set of strongly admissible vertices is 
non-empty: namely, if we fix an arbitrary admissible vertex to, and then in Iz= there is 
some vertex a! j) with 0 ~< i ~< Nj which is connected to n + 1 by a dotted edge and hence 
is a strongly admissible vertex of lz,. 
For any strongly admissible vertex ~o the number l(oJ) of points of the form a! j) with 
0 ~< i ~< Nj which are connected to n + 1 in Ix= by a solid edge satisfies 0 ~< l(to) ~< 2. We 
fix a strongly admissible vertex ~0 with l(to) minimal and examine the three possible 
values for l(~o). 
For l ( to)=O and Zo, = z ('''''7), a long enoug2h))paLof the inserted chain remains 
untouched, whereas the cases a,, = r • ' ' a~u ~m ~---T (~°)'~(2~'aO)'(3'2"2)) cannot 
occur. 
Now supposing that l (to)= 1, the case Z,, = z (~°''''~)'~'(3'3'2)) is impossible. If 
Z,, = r(~"~'~'-'~'(4'2)) and a~') is not connected to n + 1 in Ix=, then a long enough part of 
the chain ot~l . . . .  , a~') remains untouched. We show that ot~ ') cannot be connected to 
n + 1. A solid edge between ot~ ) and n + 1 would yield ~ as a solid subgraph. A dotted 
edge would mean that a~o is a strongly admissible vertex to' of I x, with l(to') = 0. In 
the case Z~, = z(~""7) up to reorientation of the inserted chain in lz= the vertex n + 1 is 
connected to o~ ') by a dotted and to a~, ~) by a solid edge for some 0 ~< i < k ~< 7. For 
i = 0 again a long enough part of the inserted chain is not involved. If i > 0, then 
k = i + 1 since, otherwise, a~') would yield a strongly admissible vertex o~' of Ix, such 
that l(~0') = 0. This also guarantees a long enough untouched part of the inserted chain. 
If l (to)= 2, then Z., = z(~"~'~"'~°~'(3'z'~)) is impossible because the end point of the 
dotted edge would yield a strongly admissible vertex to' of Iz, with l(to')-..< 1. For 
Z,o = z ('''''~''~''(4'~)) we consider the chain a~') . . . . .  ot~4 ') in I z .  I f  only one edge of lz;  
goes from n + 1 to this chain, we can use the same arguments as for l(to) = 1. As A, is 
not allowed as a solid subgraph, the alternative is that up to reorientation we have one 
dotted edge from n +1 to a~') and one solid edge to ot~, ) for some 0~<i<k<~4.  The 
assumption k > i + 1 or i > 0 would yield a strongly admissible point to' of I~, with 
l(to') ~ 1. But for i =0  and k = 1 again a long enough part of the inserted chain 
remains untouched. Similar arguments as in the previous case show that for 
Z,, = z (~"~'7) there is 1 ~< i ~< 6 such that in I x, there is a dotted edge from n + 1 to or! ~) 
and there are solid edges from n + 1 to a (')~-, ~"'~,,-,, -~+,.~(') Fortunately, also in this situation 
a sufficiently long part of the inserted chain survives. 
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5.5. As an illustration, in the following table for n ~< 15 we display the number g(n) of 
isomorphism classes of good thin weakly positive unit forms in n variables: 
n g(n) n g(n) n g(n) 
1 1 6 26 11 463 
2 1 7 115 12 241 
3 1 8 619 13 204 
4 3 9 1851 14 241 
5 6 10 2293 15 288 
Before presenting the list of bigraphs inducing the sets 5~(n), we want to show that the 
starting value 15 in Theorem 5.4 is optimal by noting that the bigraph. 
<__ .  : - 
induces a thin good weakly positive unit form in 14 variables which does not lie in 
~(14). 
The list of bigraphs follows: 
2 3 
4 5 6 
7 8 9 
10 11 12 
13 14 15 
14 
16 
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17 18 
19 20 21 
22 23 24 
25 26 27 
28 29 30 
31 32 33 
34 
37 
35 36 
38 39 
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40 41 42 
4,3 44 45 
46 47 48 
49 50 51 
52 53 54 
55 56 57 
58 59 60 
61 62 63 
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